Health Resources Exercise  
Name ____________________________________  
Date ____________________________________  

Go to the library website. Click on **Library Resources**. Click on **EBSCOhost**.  
1. In the top search box type the **breast cancer**. In the box below (after and) type **research**.  
   
   ![Searching: Academic Search Premier, Show all | Choose Databases](image)

   You need to find articles that are in peer reviewed or scholarly journals so under **limit your results** put a check by **Peer Reviewed**. There should also be a check by **At Mission** and **Full text**. Click on search. How many articles did you find?___________  

2. Pick one of the results and write down the citation or bibliographic data. 
   **Title of article_______________________________________________________________**
   **Source (name of magazine or journal)____________________________________________**
   **Author (if there is one)________________________________________________________**
   **Date of journal______________________________________________________________**

3. Go to http://medlineplus.gov  Search for **diabetes and pregnancy**. 
   How many results did you find?_____  
   **Title of Result #1____________________________________________________________**
   **Address of Result #1 www.____________________________________________________**

   Pick one of the results that is **reliable**. Write down the address and why it is a **reliable** website. 
   **Address___________________________________________________________________**
   **Reason ___________________________________________________________________**

5. Go to [www.google.com](http://www.google.com) enter **Childhood Obesity** in the search box. 
   How many results did you find?_________________________ 
   Click **Advanced Search** and limit your results to one reliable domain name. Which domain?______________
   How many results? _________________________

What new thing did you learn in the workshop today?______________________________________